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About This Game

Jumps is a fast paced first person platformer, the aim of the game is to finish each world in under a certain amount of time, you
have a limited amount of times you can jump for each level too. Jumps has 6 unique worlds to jump through, 10 levels in each.
Each world introduces exciting new game mechanics to figure out and master, including trampolines, cannons, rocket jumping

and more!
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Title: Jumps
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Kiwiforge, Timothy Vincent
Publisher:
Kiwiforge, Timothy Vincent
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1gb VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Unless your computer is a potato, you'll be able to run this game.
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I don't even know how to start this. I'm leaving this same review on each of the Trilogy pages because it's an across the board
review of 5 out of 5 or 108 out of 100 or A++ or whatever you can think of.
This has been one of the most emotional, roller-coastering rides of my life, and it happened in a videogame. One that's entirely
text-based. You start off as a little hero still trying to figure out who you are and you end as a big one, no matter what path you
take, knowing exactly who you are. You'll go through so many ups and downs and surprises and disappointments and happiness
and sadness and successes and failures, you'll get into all the great beat em up action that comes with being a hero and all the
baggage and consequences, too. But if you stick to who you are, just like in life, you'll pull through and make the right calls, and
become a legend. The fate of the world is in your hands. The fate of your world is in your hands. Now get to it. And buy this
trilogy.. This game is awesome! It's KINDA like an hidden object game, but goes far enough beyond that to create it's own
genre, really...It's worlds better than any of the hidden object games out there that have a 'story' to piece the puzzles together.
This game managed to entertain me while playing on all of my desires to micro-manage, collect, achieve, improve, find things,
make the best deals. Definately 2 thumbs up from me. Is it CSGO? No...not that kinda game. Is it awesome? MOST definately.
I can't wait for any DLC's that come out.. Oh, I remember this game. When Call of Duty was good.. This game is looking
promising
Iv been looking for a game like this for some time but there are some tweak to be done and some things that could be changed
but other than that if you keep on going on the same path its going to be a really good game. One of my favorite games of all
time, and the only game that Stardock has ever produced that isn't junk. It's old and a little buggy, but still worth playing.. Pros:
none
Cons: make your eyes strained, too simple, too few modes, not interesting.
Don't buy this game because it's cheap. Please trust the reviewers, they aren't being negative, it completely sucks.. This is a very
simple but largely satisfying strategy game. I hope the developers continue to improve and expand on it. I wish that there was
just a little more to it. To really hold my attention it needs three simple things... Artillary, cavalry and officers. The artillary and
cavalry would give it that "rock\/paper\/scissors" aspect so that it's not just a numbers game... and officers could affect the
efficiency of your troops (A Sergeant for instance could add 10% to your troops making a force of 100 fight like a force of 110,
escalatng from there) Generals could be expensive but any officer that survives a battle could get a field promotion. SOmething
like that that could give it a little more strategy.

That being said I really enjoy the game it's a great palette cleanser after a session of EU or TW.
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The Blue Flamingo
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This is a nice top- down arcade shoot em up game!

You are in command of this interesting design craft that shoot bullets, missiles and bombs to destroy your foes. But be very
careful and destroy or avoid touching any enemies as your flying vehicle take quiet a fair bit of damage every time you get hit
by a projectile or by touching the enemy craft. After all, you only have one craft.

Every time you destroy an enemy you get points and $$ or a coin (seems to have more value) if you actually manage to destroy a
wave of enemies before disappearing out of the screen.

At the end of the level you can upgrade your bullets or booms with the money you earn.
I really like the feel of the sceneries and the game fluidity. Well executed and nicely polished. And for $4.99, how can you go
wrong?

One slight downside is perhaps the gamepad sensitivity (it is maybe an issue with my Logitech gamepad) but you get use to it
fairly quickly.

Positives:

\u2022\tNice and challenging Levels
\u2022\tAddictive
\u2022\tLeader board

Negatives:

\u2022\tNo achievements
\u2022\tGamepad sensitive

A must have in your games list!

MORE THE_CPT_FROGGY REVIEWS HERE

FOLLOW THE CPT FROGGY CURATOR PAGE HERE. It's a JRPG. You probably know what to expect from that,
particularly if you troll steam for rpgmaker games periodically like I do. And when you do, you sometimes find a gem
like this one.

Gorgeous Art and Sound Design is the first thing that stands out here- Amber Throne is a beautiful game. Every
enviroment I've encountered is distinct and interesting, every enemy and character apart of a consistent and appealing
style, and no music track has outstayed its welcome.

To support that, we have a turn-based combat system that's very strong and interesting. Not great about giving you
clear instructions to figure out what you need to do, but not overly obtuse, and full of fun ideas. Even the times I've
died have felt more like I wanted to take another crack at it than like the game wasn't fair. No Grinding either, which a
lot of games like this on steam have been leaning towards lately. Fight the enemies that show up, and you'll be all set,
though there is the option to grind if you have to.

Story thus far is a bit vague on a lot of seemingly-important hard details, like who your player character actually is, but
does a good job engaging you with what's immediately happening, and making those events work really well. And I've
gotten enough of a trickle of information that this seems to be a low burn, not information we're flat-out never going to
recieve, which is all well and good. It works well, it's definitely got a direction and themes and interesting places to
explore, and I'm very much looking forward to seeing where it leads.

I've also never seen an rpg that made me yell at NPCs to join my party and then have them do precisely not that (at
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least for awhile) as much as this game does. I'm not sure if that's a compliment or not, but it's certainly a sign of
engagement with the characters.

Would happily recommend to anyone who plays JRPGs like this, it's one of the good ones on steam.. These are really
slow, mellow songs, nothing harsh. Better yet, if you can get live audio of stream, chirping birds, insects and such like
for your game project, then you'll really get people thinking!. A wonderful experience, albeit a short one (4-6 hours on
average, I'd estimate). The puzzles can be a bit challenging, but they're mostly logical and sensible, so you'll not have to
concern yourself with solutions being overly esoteric or nonsensical.

Certainly worth a purchase, especially at such a low price. One of the best gaming purchases I've made thus far in
2018..
타격감 짱짱. Needs a lot of work. It really wasn't ready yet for everyone.. This game was an absolute treat it definitely
checks all the boxes im looking for in these types of horror survival games the visuals are really good too. On top of the
main storyline that you get to indulge in there is also a pretty fun round based survival mode that you can play. I would
rate this game a solid 8\/10 definitely would recommend this game to anyone who is a horror game lover. I don't usually
do good with horror games like these because they always scare the living\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665outta
me but for some reason there is something about them that keeps pulling me back in.. I like puzzles and I like RPG
games, so I thought I might like this one. I was wrong.

The game is a resource optimization game, where the resource to optimize is your hit points. The combat is entirely
deterministic, with tooltips telling you how much HP you will lose fighting the monsters. So if you see a 15HP health
potion behind a wraithwing that will take 23 health to kill, optimal strategy is to ignore it until you have better weapon
and\/or ATK and\/or defense. So far so good -- but now suppose the wraithwing is guarding a door which will cost a
yellow key to enter. Is it worth paying a net 7 HP plus a yellow key just to see what's on the other side? You can't tell
except by trial-and-error.

In my ~1 hour of play I managed to get into a situation where I didn't have enough hitpoints to kill anything else, so
game over, start from the beginning and play better this time. The intended playstyle seems to be (1) learn where the
good pickups are (2) use your knowledge to plan an optimal route (3) win. But that's not the gameplay I was expecting
-- to me trial-and-error is the antithesis of puzzle games and redo-from-start is the antithesis of RPG games. So a "no"
from me. Play the other DRODs instead, they are pure puzzle.

Event - Beat the world record and win 5 Jumps keys!:
Hello everyone!

The Jumps speedrun[http//%26quot%3Bhttp] page hasn't really been given much love so I've decided to do an event, to build a
community and kick start the competition on the speedrun.com page.

For the next 2 weeks, if you hold the WR on the speedrun.com page[http//%26quot%3Bhttp], you will be rewarded with 5
steam keys for the game, which you can give to your friends or do whatever you want with them.

Good luck! I hope to see lots of entries.

Join the Jumps community Discord[discord.gg] to discuss strategies and mechanics.
Submit your run on the speedrun.com page[http//%26quot%3Bhttp].. Small quality update - Rebindable keys, Random level
mode, bug fixes:
Change log:
- Added random level mode that unlocks when you complete world 6 (Steampunk).
- Rebindable keys in launcher actually work now (Thank you Anda and Intelligence).
- The first level of each world now stays unlocked when you reset your times.
- Fixed lava not killing the player on Level 10 of the desert world (Thank you r00ster).
- Fixed cacti and spiked islands (Steampunk) not killing the player.
- When you unlock a new world you are now notified at the end of the level, ie: "Snow world unlocked!".
- Player now moves the same speed backwards as forwards.
- Small optimisations.
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Join the community Discord[discord.gg]
Follow Kiwiforge on Twitter
Subscribe to Kiwiforge on Youtube

If you have any issues or bugs, contact me here: kiwiforgegames@gmail.com. Follow Jumps Development, Release 31st:
Hello! If you want to be kept up to date with Jumps development, you can follow Kiwiforge on Youtube and Twitter
Thanks for being patient!
-Timothy. Patch - Various fixes:
Change log:
- Retro world and festive world are now locked until World 2 is completed
- Added "Next World" button to end of level menu for speedrunners
- Fixed random mode not including level 10 of each world and festive levels
- Fixed jittery movement for Train, sled and missiles
- Fixed moving logs (W5L7) speed being inconsistent
- Fixed Festive trees graphics glitch

Join the community Discord[discord.gg]
Follow Kiwiforge on Twitter
Subscribe to Kiwiforge on Youtube

If you have any issues or bugs, contact me here: kiwiforgegames@gmail.com. Problem with Mac version:
All Mac OS users:

Jumps was experiencing crashes on Mac when launching the game. I've temporarily fixed this by disabling Post Processing
completely, which means no nice graphics (Anti-aliasing, bloom, etc.) until I can figure out a solution.

I'm terribly sorry for the inconvenience, I will try to have this fixed as soon as possible.

Thanks!
-Timothy
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